Bridport Medical Centre

How likely are you to recommend our GP practice to
friends and family if they needed similar care or
treatment?
Would Recommend

Wouldn't Recommend

91.3 %

4.2 %

Based on a sample of

289 patient(s)
Between

1 Jul 2016 to 31 Jul 2016
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Response Volume

Please tell us why you feel that way about our practice
Would Recommend

Date

Comment

28/07/2016 11:24

Everyone I have met from the receptionist to the doctors have all been very polite and helpful . when being referred to other
agencies e.g steps to wellbeing , the process has been very thorough and appointments came through quicker than expected .

28/07/2016 10:29

Having had cause to vist the surgery serveral times since my move to the area , i have always found staff to be most helful and the
srevice very efficient . When visiting about my most recent suspected DVT , the nurses who saw me and to do bloods were very
kind and clear which put my mind at ease & i was grateful they took my cocerns seriously given my past history of DVT putting me
at graet risk .

28/07/2016 10:27

I only moved to Bridport approx 3 months ago & have found your service at all times brilliant . Thanks .

Neither

Date

Comment

12/07/2016 01:07

This morning i completed & handed in a detailed feedback form and i am mildly irrated to be asked again wasting both parties time
& money .

11/07/2016 12:04

Very hard to get an appointment with own GP, if i ringing for an appointment it is because i am ill now, not in one or two weeks
time , seeing another gp means all contininty with you gp is lost .

07/07/2016 09:26

Beacuse we haven't been in Bridport for long & neither have we seen our new doctor yet. Dr Skellern .

Wouldn't Recommend

Date

Comment

29/07/2016 09:44

cfrefg

22/07/2016 09:19

No problem with the practice .
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12/07/2016 01:12

It was Wednesday , i was told kurtly results would be availiable next week , i was phoned by the doctor the next day .

Don't Know

Date

Comment

11/07/2016 11:57

You can never get appointment when you want or the waiting time is far to long even if you sese any nurse or doctor .
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